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How we can get a fast and accurate industrial scanner?
The traditional digitizer board is good, but slow, slow; Camera photographer is fast, but is affected mainly by the light; 
Here, something new you may be interested in.
--Richpeace Flatbed Scanning Digitizer
One button to start after placing scanning pieces
It is a powerful assistant for the digital input of various paper patterns and physical product’s patterns in clothing, 
furniture, automotive, home textiles, bags & suitcases, shoe-making, toys, medical and other industries.
What functions does it have?
-Scan
Simple to use. Place multiple pattern pieces or markers inside a vinyl sleeves and feed them into the wide format 
scanner. After the patterns go through the scanner, the pieces are separated and each image immediately appears on your 
computer screen.
Software automatically identifies every relevant line, corner, notch and grain line, while intelligently ignoring scribbles 
and markings.
Your pattern pieces are already digitized.
-Edit
After the patterns are digitized, users can make adjustments to the digital patterns using the  Richpeace CAD software 
editing tools.
-Export
The digitizer is compatible with all major CAD/CAM systems, including Gerber, Optitex, Lectra, SolidWorks, Gemini, 
Cutworks, StyleCAD, AutoCad, etc., can also export with DXF file.
After digitized, your patterns are saved on your local computer or network and can be easily opened in your existing 
CAD/CAM software.
-Fast
Flatbed scanning digitizer allows users to digitize patterns faster than the digitizing table & other digitizers. Even 
complex patterns pieces are digitized in seconds. 
-Accurate
The flatbed scanning digitizer offers a high level of accuracy, far more exact than even the most precise human digitizers. 
When you digitize patterns with Richpeace flatbed scanning digitizer, you can assure that your patterns will be digitized 
exactly as submitted.
-Easy
Very easy and intuitive. The system interface is simple and can be quickly learned even by those with little or no 
computer experience.
See machine working video below on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeDOsuFrh4g
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